SENIOR CONSULTANT / ASSOCIATE ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE
We are looking for a senior team member to join our environmental noise group, based
in Melbourne.
If you would like to work in a creative environment, with excellent conditions and a highly
competitive salary, then we would like to hear from you.

MARSHALL DAY ACOUSTICS
We are a leading acoustic consultancy and have been providing innovative acoustic designs for
over 30 years, with major projects around the world. Marshall Day Acoustics (MDA) was formed
in Auckland in 1981 by Christopher Day and Sir Harold Marshall. We now have over 85 acoustic
engineers in thirteen offices covering Australia, New Zealand, China, Hong Kong, and France.
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The Team

Our strength in acoustic design comes from the diversity of our team members, who come from
engineering, architectural, musical and academic backgrounds. Our business strategy is based on
delivering consultancy services to the highest standard. We therefore place the utmost value on
our team, which has contributed greatly to our enviable level of staff retention.
Our environmental noise group is based in Melbourne, with supporting team members in our
Adelaide, Perth and Sydney offices. The group comprises specialists in measurement, modelling
and analysis of environmental noise, and provides services to projects ranging from local planning
assessments to large scale infrastructure and environmental impact assessment. Important
market sectors for the environmental group include general planning, road infrastructure, rail
infrastructure, aviation and the wind industry. Overall, the environmental market is a priority
growth area for MDA. The work of the environmental group is to facilitate this growth at a
national level and, where opportunities emerge, at an international level.

THE OPPORTUNITY
We are seeking a highly experienced acoustic engineer to join the management personnel of our
environmental noise group. In particular, the new team member will have experience at a senior
level in the delivery and management of consultancy services to large scale environmental impact
assessment and infrastructure projects. A combination of strong technical and professional skills
will be necessary in this role.
Key duties of the role include:
•
•
•
•

Engaging in the management of the environmental noise group at staff, project, financial,
innovation and business development levels
Leading a sector within the environmental noise division, ideally in the transportation
sectors
Conducting project work at consultancy and management levels across a range of projects
delivered by the environmental group
Broader management activities associated with the overall operations of MDA Australia

If you would like to be part of our team, please send your CV and covering letter to Sally Campbell
at scampbell@marshallday.com. Applications requested by 25 November 2016.

“I regard the acoustic designs of Marshall Day
Acoustics to be amongst the finest and probably the
most innovative in the world”
Dr Anders Gade, Associate Professor Technical University of Denmark

